Pricing Analyst
Welcome at Yuzzu
Our slogan is 'surprisingly smoothly insured'. The same goes for your career at Yuzzu, the Belgian
market leader in direct insurance that used to be called Touring Insurances. As a new employee, we
welcome you to a surprisingly smooth and dynamic working environment, where we always speak clear
language and keep our promises. Without small print, and with a smile.
Would you like to invest your energy and talent in an insurance company in full growth? Then take a
quick look at this vacancy and apply by sending your CV and motivation letter to recruitment@yuzzu.be!
Yuzzu is currently seeking a Pricing Analyst.
What will be your main goals?
The Products, Pricing & Analytics (PPA) department is in charge of developing and managing our
products. It covers both the optimisation of risk and market pricing models as well as the end-to-end
management of our products.
You will report to the PPA manager and you will work closely with the departments marketing,
operations, legal and risk management. You will be in charge of ensuring a profitable growth on Yuzzu
lines of Business Motor/Household.

What will be your core activities and responsibilities?
Create and maintain reporting capabilities (including PPA database management) ensuring
constant monitoring and provide regular analysis to support business decisions,
Manage the relationship with the IT development team in order to improve PPA internal
processes,
Take the lead on improving key PPA processes such as the regular renewal of premiums, last
tariff update technical implementation, etc…
Conduct analysis and communicate proactively to peers and team manager to share
discovered price, model or data issues , and suggest appropriate remedial actions,
Contribute to develop frameworks ensuring sustainable and profitable portfolio growth (market
monitoring, pricing…),
Promote & share technical expertise culture within the team,
Consider the impact of pricing actions on customers,
Provide management information reports and analysis,
Collaborate with the whole PPA team, operations, marketing, risk and sales department in order
to optimize your deliveries upon pricing projects and new initiatives.
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What are your skills and experiences?
Ideally 3-5 years of experience
Quantitative / economical / statistical background (e.g.: commercial engineering, actuarial
sciences)
Programming skills (e.g.: SAS, VBA, R, C++…).

What is your profile?
Ability to grasp the significance /impacts of a range of technical and complex issues.
Enjoy a challenging and stimulating environment.
Ability to work towards deadlines.
Ability to work autonomously.

What do we offer?
A professional, friendly and positive working environment.
An international Group (AXA) offering possibility of cooperation and evolutions.
An attractive remuneration package.
Autonomy, in line with your skills and capacity.
Training and ongoing coaching.

Who is Yuzzu?
Yuzzu, the new name of Touring Insurances, is the Belgian market leader in direct insurance. Member
of the AXA Group, Yuzzu is market leader in direct insurance in Belgium. Every day, our 170 staff are on
hand to guarantee a quality and personalised service for our 150,000 customers and our partners.
Yuzzu today remains a company that operates on a human scale. At its offices in the Tour & Taxis
building in Brussels, at our satellite office in Tongeren and at the 10 shops located throughout Belgium,
the atmosphere is friendly and informal, reflecting the spirit of a young and growing company.
Yuzzu attaches great importance to its staff and the quality of interpersonal relations. Because it takes
a solid team to meet everyday challenges and translate them into effective and innovative solutions for
our customers. Do you want to be part of our team? Apply now!
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